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Steps to speech production
1. Brain triggers the following steps.
2. Diaphragm muscle helps inflate and
deflate lungs.
3. Lungs pump air up to the mouth.
4. Vocal cords vibrate air from the lungs.
5. The nose, mouth, lips, and tongue
modify vibrating air to form sounds.
6. Words exit the mouth.

Tongue twisters for pre- and post-test
1. She sells seashells by the seashore.
2. The rain in Spain stays mainly on the plain.
3. Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers. A peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked. If Peter Piper
picked a peck of pickled peppers, where's the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked?
4. How much wood would a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood? He would chuck, he would, as
much as he could, and chuck as much wood as a woodchuck would if a woodchuck could chuck wood.
Pronunciation is a physical act!
Marsha's Pronunciation Workout
1. Stand with feet shoulder-width apart.
2. Extend arms to side and shake loosely from the
shoulders.
3. Bend over from the waist, exhale, hang. Come up,
inhale, stretch arms to ceiling.
4. Loosen chest and abdomen. Breathe deeply.
5. Roll and loosen shoulders.
6. Rotate head gently in a big circle. Breathe deeply.
Loosen and relax body, concentrating on one area at a
time. (arms, shoulders, back, chest, neck, back of head,
ears, top of head, forehead, temples, eyes, nose, cheeks,
jaw, lips, tongue)

7. “Wake up” by yawning a big “aaaah!” Stretch your
mouth. (whole mouth, one side at a time)
8. Stretch mouth from side to side, up, down, forward,
back, around and around. Make funny faces!
9. Loosen cheeks manually. Massage cheeks, jaw, chin.
Inhale ---> Exhale “Blah, Blah, Blah....” loosely.
10. Loosen lips manually. Inhale ----> Exhale by
vibrating lips against each other.
11. Waggle tongue in and out, hitting teeth. Keep lips
relaxed.
12. Vocalize vowel sounds at comfortable pitch, using
full breath. Focus on position of jaw, tongue, lips. (iàa,
iàu, aàI, aàu, iàaàu)
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Where to find Marsha
• Pronunciation Doctor on Youtube
www.youtube.com/pronunciationdoctor
• Marsha’s Professional Development Blog
https://marshaprofdev.blogspot.com/
• Email marsha@sunburstmedia.com
• Sunburst Media (408) 245-8514
www.sunburstmedia.com
• LinkedIn
www.linkedin.com/in/pronunciationdoct
or
• Slideshare
https://www.slideshare.net/purplecast

